AGENDA

1. NetAnatomy (Dozier)
   a. Now assessible with EZProxy (no more VPN required) and listed on Shiffman’s Year I-II Timesaver/Guide and database listing.

2. MEC Classroom Upgrades - Status (Crimmins/ Dereniewski)

3. Printing (Dozier)
   a. Paper trays have been locked down from Xerox
   b. Requesting 1 additional paper tray for the 12 MD Lab printers.

4. Gross Anatomy (Dozier)
   a. Additional AV needs met in Gross Labs
      i. iPads, Speakers, Monitors, Enhanced wireless microphone capabilities

5. Visible Body with Augmented Reality - Trial 9/4-10/4 (Dozier)
   a. Feedback (resource was easy to use and beneficial)
   b. Library is looking to purchase the premium package (reviewing budget for funding sources).

6. Canvas – Usability? (Dozier)
   a. Student Feedback?

7. EMR - Electronic Medical Records (Dozier)
   a. Student Feedback?
      i. Utilized at 7 clinics
      ii. Practice Fusion (who decided this originally?)
      iii. Computer hardware at these clinics?
      iv. Other options, considerations, and or ideas?

General Discussion